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Continued Growth in
the Construction Sector!

Amston Tool Company came to us in early 2019, looking for social media services
to grow their following. As sellers of safety equipment in the construction
industry, it was essential to connect with industry leaders and construction
companies across the USA.
We took over their social media and gained quick traction across all platforms
and followed up over the months with consistent growth and engagement.

Start With a Giveaway!
When you’re selling only face masks, goggles, and hard hats, it can be hard
to find a following. That’s why we started with a giveaway. This tactic showed
great results by tripling our engagement in a single month. The retention for
followers after the giveaway was over 80%!

208%
Increase in Facebook
followers in 2 Months!

1,483

Average daily impressions
on Facebook!

6%+

Engagement rate on Twitter!
*On Twitter, above 1% is high!

20.8k
Twitter reach in a
3 month period!

Continuously Rising Numbers!
Engagement rates from month to month ensure that while follower count
might not reach tens-of-thousands, each of the followers that are gained is
engaged. We firmly believe that 1,000 engaged followers make better potential
customers than 10,000 unengaged followers.

Know The Platform.
Each platform exists with different rules and functions. As such, posts must be
tailored to the platform at hand. From hashtags to image size, links, and text
Dr. Rissy’s Writing & Marketing always makes sure that each post that goes out
is perfectly optimized for the platform and market.

“Great work.”
– Marcie, Owner
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Take a Look at a Few Posts!
We can talk the walk, but we belive in showing you as well. Take a look at a sampling of our posting
style and analytics for each post.

Facebook

Twitter

Linkedin
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